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Update 2018/B (21 JUN 18)

Dear pilots,

the summer update of your Aerodrome Database - VFR Flight Guide of the Czech Republic and
Slovak Republic is just out. The summer amendment service takes the form of hand amendments
as listed below. Summer update is published during June/July (according to the published
amendments), and contains important amendments that became effective since the release of the
current Aerodrome Database and expected amendments in the summer season.
Thanks to you for purchasing and using the Aerodrome Database. I hope it will be an asset to
you. We try to make your flying to the Czech and Slovak Republics more comfortable and much
safer, too.
I wish you many happy landings and beautiful summer full of aeronautical adventures!
Patrik Sainer, publisher of your Aerodrome Database
Praha, June 2018
ATTENTION: The amendment service contains the significant amendments affecting
the safety of VFR air traffic! Minor changes (such as a slight change in landing fees, the
available lubricants, minor changes in physical characterictics, minor changes in text and
so on) are not included in the summer amendment service and will be incorporated to the
new edition of Aerodrome Database on next year.

AERODROME DATABASE 2019
The new Aerodrome Database 2019 will be released on March/April as each year.

APP DATABÁZE LETIŠŤ FOR APPLE MOBILE DEVICES
We will update the data and charts in our application for tablets and phones from Apple (under
operating system iOS) with the issuance of this amendment service (update will be available from
June 21st). All you have to do is just open info-window (via the icon "i" in a circle on the top bar),
choose from the menu "Data Manager - downloads and updates" and download the actual data to
your tablet/phone. You can find details at: www.aerobaze.cz/app!

AERODROME DATABASE IS AVAILABLE FOR SKYDEMON MOBILE APP
SkyDemon app for Android and Apple mobile devices now contain complete aerodrome
information from your Aerodrome Database. Including detailed arrival/departure charts showed as
background at navigation screen including your current position and your planned route. You can
find details on: http://www.skydemon.aero/store/letist.aspx !
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CZECH REPUBLIC
HAVLÍČKŮV BROD (LKHB)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) Arrivals/departures, noise procedures, customs, fees
Section AD text updated: Arrivals outside operational hours PPR! NORDO PPR. Training flights
PPR. Circuits S. Warning: mast ELEV 515m/1690ft HGT 50m in the vicinity of AD buildings, N of
RWY aircraft modellers activity. Snow clearance is not provided. RWY is unavailable after heavy
rains. NOISE: After T/O RWY11 do not turn right before Žabinec reservoir. Do not overfly
surrounding villages, GLD TOW PPR. Customs text updated: O/R 24H in advance via OPR web
site, visas are granted. Fees updated: UL: 50,-; ACFT: up to 1t 75,- + for each additional tone 50,(ACFT without noise certificate: up to 1t 100,- + for each additional tone 100,-).

HRADEC KRÁLOVÉ (LKHK)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) Noise procedures
Noise procedures updated: Overflights of surrounding villages under 1800ft AMSL prohibited.
Flights through ATZ min. 2500 ft AMSL. Do not make emergency landing training including
autoratation inside aerodrome circuits. TRNG flights PPR!

KUNOVICE (LKKU)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) Fees
WEF 1st March 2018 comes in to force new price list - fees text updated: The charges are subject
of a settlement with the AD operator.; ACFT: 130,-/ACFT up to 1t, 285,-/ACFT up to 2t, 250,/t(ACFT over 2t); PAX: 330,-; PARKING: 15,-/t/h (apron north/south/area AI); Handling: 300,-/ACFT
up to 2t, 750,-/ACFT up to 4t. AFIS outside operational hours: 200,-/h(SAT+SUN+HOL 230,-/h).
All prices are quoted without VAT 21%. REF(OPR): 1T2p: 157,-, 2T4p: 345,-, outside AD
operational hours: + fee for AFIS service.

LETŇANY (LKLT)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) Operational hours
Operational hours updated: 01MAY-01OCT MON-SUN 07-17, 02OCT-30APR MON-SUN 08-16,
otherwise O/R HO.

OLOMOUC (LKOL)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) Holding poind A1, operational hours
Intermediate holding point A1 canceled (at aerodrome plan). Attention: Aerodrome Operational
hours from 1.10. to 31.3. will be limited in accordance with a published SUPPLEMENT.

SLOVAK REPUBLIC
DUBNICA NAD VÁHOM (LZDB)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) COMM frequency update
WEF 21 JUN 18 the COMM frequency Dubnica PREVÁDZKA 122,340 comes into force.
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NOVÉ ZÁMKY (LZNZ)
19JUL18 (19.7.2018) COMM frequency update
From 19 JUL 18 there is a planned change of the COMM frequency to Nové Zámky PREVÁDZKA
120,055.

POPRAD TATRY (LZTT)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) RWY 07L/25R closed
Grass RWY 07L/25R is closed.

SENICA (LZSE)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) COMM frequency update
WEF 21 JUN 18 the COMM frequency Senica PREVÁDZKA 123,605 comes into force.

FIR SLOVENSKÁ REPUBLIKA (LZBB)
21JUN18 (21.6.2018) Enroute significant points
New Enroute significant point: MOCON (490913N, 0191255E). Updated coordinates of point:
NIDOK (485224N, 0184915E).

21JUN18 (21.6.2018) NDB Dubové canceled
NDB Dubové (DBV 310 kHz) canceled - discard NDB in aeronautical charts (location approx.
between Martin and Prievidza aerodromes).

= END =
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Aerodrome Database at SkyDemon mobile app - more details on:
http://www.skydemon.aero/store/letist.aspx
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